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This paper discusses molecular beam epitaxy with particular empha-
sis on the production of state of the art electronic and optoelectronic low
dimensional structures and devices. The molecular beam epitaxy process is
outlined briefly and the practical problems associated with producing "state
of the art" (Al,Ga)As/GaAs structures are considered. Examples include
high mobility electron and hole gases, low threshold current lasers and the
multi-quantum well solar cells.

PACS numbers: 61.50.Cj, 68.55.Bd, 72.20.-i, 85.60.-q

1. Introduction

Molecular beam epistaxy (MBE) is a refined form of evaporation in which
molecular beams interact on a heated substrate under ultra-high vacuum con-
ditions to produce an epitaxial film. Growth rates in MBE are typically 1 to 2
monolayers per second which corresponds to a pressure at the substrate of about
10 —6 millibars. For even moderately pure films to be produced it is necessary for
the partial pressure of the unwanted species which might stick to the film to be in
the 10 -12 millibar pressure regime, hence the need for vacuum quality.

2. Procedures for obtaining high quality (Al,Ga)As/GaAs films
The first requirement for good quality material is the correct preparation of

the MBE equipment. In practice this means first outgassing the "Knudsen cells"
at high temperature to remove impurities and then selecting the best chemicals
for evaporation. Here the main difficulty is that the manufacturers quote only
impurity levels for metallic elements, but do not estimate the unwanted carbon or
oxygen content, which is of vital importance. As a result the MBE community has
learned over the years, from experiences world-wide, which materials to use and
which to avoid.

The next important point is to prepare the system to remove trace water
vapour and other oxides before growth, here in situ monitoring with a mass spec-
trometer during bake-out is helpful especially in finding small leaks, especially
those which open during the heating or cooling process.

(559)
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All of this rather dull, routine, but essential work distinguishes those labo-
ratories able to produce high quality samples from those unable to do so [1].

Introducing and removing samples whilst maintaining the integrity of the
vacuum is another important factor in determining sample quality. It is essential
to remove water vapour from both the substrate and its holder by heating to 400°C
for an extended period in the preparation chamber, but it is equally important to  .
allow the vacuum to recover before opening the valve to the growth chamber [1].
Choice of optimum growth rates, group V:III flux ratio and substrate temperature
are also important in some situations.

3. High mobility two-dimensional electron and hole gases
A twodimensional electron (hole) gas (2DEG/2DHG) is formed close to tle

heterointerface of a narrow band gap material grown before or after n(p)-doped
wider band gap material. Electrons (holes) are effectively transferred from the wide
band gap material until the Fermi levels are equalised giving rise to band bending
in both the wider and narrow band gap materials, thus separating the electrons
(holes) from the dopant atoms. Further enhancement can be brouglt about by
introducing an undoped spacer layer (sometimes referred to as a "set-back") be-
tween the doped region and the interface. The electrons (loles) are free to move in
the plane perpendicular to the growth direction, but confined to a narrow region
(5 to 10 nm) close to the heterointerface. At low temperatures, when the phonon
scattering rate is reduced, very high mobility 2DEG (2DHG) structures can be
obtained and in samples of this type, studies of new states of matter such as the
fractional quantum Hall effect and Wigner solid have been undertaken in recent
years. Because, at the surfaces of GaAs and (AlGa)As the Fermi level is pinned
mid-gap, additional dopant atoms must be added to the wider band gap material
to achieve an electrically active structure, but if the doped region is too thick, free
electrons in the (AlGa)As will give rise to a parallel conducting path. This is not
a problem for 2DHG stuctures due to freeze out of carriers holes resulting from
the depth of the acceptors.

Most optimum high mobility structures have been obtained in (AlGa)As/
GaAs samples at the "normal" interface, wlere the wide band gap (AlGa)As is
grown after the undoped GaAs. The inferior properties of the "inverted" interface
structures, grown in the opposite order, can be traced mainly to segregation of
dopant atoms from the wide band gap (AlGa)As into the 2DEG/2DHG region
close to the heterointerface, this point will be considered below briefly.

For 2DEGs the key to improved performance comes from considering the
various faction wlicl can degrade the mobility and they include scattering by
local residual impurities in the GaAs, scattering by both dopant atoms and un-
intentional impurities in the wider band (AlGa)As and by the roughness of tle
heterointerface.

3.1. High mobility GaΛs

Undoped (or strictly unintentionally doped) fllms grown by MBE using As o
are generally lightly p-type, but very closely compensated. Using the smallest
amount of Si as an n-type dopant gives material with electron mobilities at 77 K in
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excess of 10 5 cm2 V-1 s-1 if the appropriate procedures discussed above are used.
The limiting factor is usually residual carbon (identified using low temperature
photoluminescence studies) and the amount can be reduced in a number of ways.
Simply growing thick films of GaAs enabled high quality 2DEGs to be obtained
routinely [2] and later we observed, in common with others, that GaAs with a very
low carbon content could be obtained using by introducing superlattices (SLs)
before the active part of the stucture [3]. This suggests that a SL traps carbon
which would otherwise segregate during growth and SIMS studies confirm that
this occurs at the "inverted interface". SLs are now used in all high mobility
2DEG/2DHG samples.

The use of As 2 has also resulted in improved mobility in unintentionally
doped films, which are usually n-type using the dimer, resulting in peak mobilities
greater than 4.5 x 10 5 cm2 V-1 s-1 [4].

3.2. High mobility 2DEGs

In addition to reducing the scattering due to residual impurities in the GaAs,
attention to the quality of the undoped and intentionally doped (AlGa)As regions
is essential. Several schemes have been used to minimise the scattering due to
dopant atoms, we have employed lightly doped (AlGa)As to move the ionised
impurities further from the 2DEG and hence increase the mobility at low tem-
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perature (< 1 K) [5]. Similar results have been obtained using a double Δ-doped
arrangement with a low density close to the 2DEG and a high density nearer the
surface [6, 7]. The improvements resulting from the use of SLs in the GaAs and
lower doping in the (AlGa)As are illustrated in Fig. 1. For a narrow spacer layer
sample, the scattering rate is determined by the remote impurities in the inten-
tionally doped (AlGa)As, but for wider spacer layer structures the quality of the
GaAs and the interface roughness are key factors. A peak in the mobility curve
occurs at about 60 nm where the limitations due to the quality of the GaAs and
(AlGa)As are roughly equivalent.

Choice of growth temperature also plays a role in the optimization process,
the active part of the stucture needs to be grown at about 630°C which appears
to minimise unwanted impurities and give a good heterointerface. Some workers,
particularly using the Δ-doped approach have then reduced the temperature for
this region to minimise the diffusion and segregation in this part of the structure.

In all such stuctures the density of electron can be increased by illumination
due to the persistent photoconductivity observed in such stuctures, associated in
part with the DX centres in the (AlGa)As. In all high quality 2DEGs, this results
in an increase in low temperature mobility partly due to the increased Fermi
velocity and also due to increased screening. Such studies indicate that even in
the very best structure scattering by remote and local ionised impurities is the
dominant process limiting performance. At present this restricts the mobility to
about 10 7 cm2 ν-1 s-1 [5-7] at milliKelvin temperatures.

3.3. High mobility 2DΗGs
All of the above structures were grown on (001) oriented substrates and at-

tempts to obtain equivalent performance for 2D^IGs using Be as the dopant were
disappointing, even taking into account the increased hole mass. Some improve-
ment was obtained by reducing the Be doping level, but the real breakthrough
came with the growth on (311)Α surfaces using Si as the dopant [8, 9], which had
been previously shown to result in p-type films due to the different bonding sites
present on this surface [10].

Using some sources of arsenic, samples exhibit persistent photoconductivity
effects similar to those observed in 2DEGs, but not anticipated for the 2DΗG due
to the absence of DX centres in p-type (AlGa)As. The mobility in such 2DΗGs is
largely independent of hole density in marked contrast to the 2DEG behaviour.
This suggests that the dominant scattering mechanism in the 2DHG may not be
due to ionised impurities, but to interface roughness. At present the best mobilities
for 2DΗGs is about 106 cm2 V-1 s-1 [9] at milliKelvin temperatures and here there
is a much stronger temperature dependence below 4 K than in comparable quality
2DEGs.

3.4. inverted structures and quantum wells
Considerable progress has been made recently in improving the properties

of 2DEGs and 2DHGs formed at the inverted interface by reducing the tendency
of dopants to diffuse and segregate [11], using low temperature growth tech-
niques [12]. It is now possible to grow a variety of coupled electron-electron and
electron—hole gas stuctures using similar methods.
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4. Low threshold current lasers

y.1. Non radiative recombination centres in (AlGa)As

Low threshold current lasers are only obtained at very high growth temper-
atures, using As4 , where the re-evaporation rate of gallium is very high [13, 14],
but for As2 [15] this is not required. The origin of this difference is not altogether
clear, but it has long been established that the growth mechanisms for the As2 [16]
and Aso [17] are different. It is also known that at some growth temperatures [18]
thick films of (AlGa)As prepared using Aso show poor surface morphology, but
with As 2 this is not observed.

From SIMS studies of thick films of (AlGa)As, we see a clear inverse cor-
relation between the incorporation of oxygen and the photoluminescence (PL)
efficiency of the films [19].

To assess the minority carrier properties of our (AlGa)As material, we grow a
60 period intentionally doped multi-quantum-well (MQW) structure. The minority
carrier lifetime is measured using a pulsed laser technique and for low threshold
current lasers a 10 ns lifetime for the test structure is essential.

4.2. Low threshold current lasers

In our studies using As2, several different types of laser stucture were tested,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 3, what is most obvious from our data is
that the introduction of superlattices (SL) has a clearly beneficial effect and this
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has now been shown to be due to trapping of oxygen at the "inverted interface" [20].
The exact mechanism for this is still not clear, but the observations suggest that,
whilst the sticking probability of oxygen on (AlGa)As surfaces is much higher
than on GaAs, the oxygen is only slowly incorporated into (AlGa)As films and
is efficiently trapped close to the interface in GaAs films grown on top of the
(AlGa)As layers.

5. Applications of MBE to advanced solar ceH devices

In work carried out in collaboration with the group of Dr Barnham at Im-
perial College, London, we have been studying the growth of (AlGa)As MQW
stuctures for improved solar cell performance. Barnham et al. [21] suggested that
an improved performance for solar cells could be obtained by incorporating an un-
doped MQW region into a p-i-n stucture. In principle, if the additional carriers
created in the narrow band gap materials in the wells can be extracted efficiently
by the field to the wide band gap barrier regions, an enhanced current can be
obtained and at the same time the open circuit voltage, characteristic of the wide
band gap material can be retained. The possibility of improved performance has
been disputed by some authors using a detailed balance theory [22], but is sup-
ported by considerations of the radiative efficiency of the cells [23]. Evidence is
accumulating that, for practical materials, some gain in overall efficiency is possi-
ble using this method.

In the course of this study we discovered that our MBE single QW p-i-n
stuctures were signiflcantly inferior to equivalent stuctures grown by metal-or-
ganic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE), but MQW structures samples with similar
minority carrier lifetimes were obtained using both methods. The MBE grown
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SQW stuctures were greatly improved by introducing an SL prelayer which might
indicate that oxygen(?) or some other impurity able to segregate on the (AlGa)As
surface is responsible.

In summary for high quality (AlGa)As/GaAs devices structures, eliminating
oxygen from the layers is essential. This limits the performance of all optoelectronic
devices especially those dependent upon minority carrier properties such as solar
cells.

6. Conclusions

To produce high quality low dimensional stuctures or practical devices by
MBE requires attention to detail in the selection of materials used for evaporation
and in the correct preparation of the equipment. The complicating factor is that
the partial pressure of unwanted impurities is below the detections limit of simple
residual gas analyzers used in MBE which remains, therefore, a process needing a
skilled operation.
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